SETUP INSTRUCTION

USE ONLY THE COINS PROVIDED WITH THE GAME!

Deep Sea Float Instructions:

Step 1: Remove both upper and lower back doors.

Step 2: Dump 200 coins into each lower hoppers.

Step 3: Dump 300 coins into each upper hoppers.

Step 4: Insert tokens into the “over the edge” ridge.

Step 5: Replace back panels and power game on.

Step 6: Dump a handful of coins at a time onto the upper
derk behind the plastic edge scraper allowing the upper
dck to push the coins onto the playfield until all 1100 coins
re floated onto the playfield. Do not directly dump the
coins onto the playfield or onto the upper deck.

Step 8: Open front panel and load tickets.

Alarm sound will activate if no tickets are loaded. To quiet alarm, flip service switch to the up position. Be sure to return switch to the down position before closing front door.